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Abstract 
For the sequences of discrete classical orthogonal polynomials (Charlier, Meixner, Hahn) we can find a functional u,
which satisfies the difference distributional equation A(~bu) = flu where q~ and ~, are polynomials ofdegrees ~< 2 and 
1 respectively. From this it follows that these polynomials are solutions of a second-order difference equation; also, they 
can be represented by a Rodrigues-type formula. The sequence ofdifference polynomials derived from them constitutes 
an orthogonal polynomial sequence. Their weight functions atisfy a Pearson-type difference equation. A structure 
relation (4~AP,+ 1 = a.P.+2 + b.P.+ 1 + c.P.) also holds. 
Keywords: Orthogonal polynomials; Difference equations; Moment functionals 
I. Introduction 
In this paper we study the properties of discrete classical orthogonal polynomials. The properties 
of continuous case orthogonal polynomials (Hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi, Bessel) are well known (see 
[1] for instance): 
(1) They satisfy a Sturm-Liouville second-order differential equation. 
(2) Their derivatives constitute an orthogonal polynomial sequence (OPS). 
(3) They can be expressed by a Rodrigues formula. 
(4) Their associated weight functions atisfy a Pearson differential equation. 
(5) They verify a structure relation. 
These properties, among others, can be derived from the distributional differential equation 
D(q~u) = ~Ou [9], where u is the functional associated with the OPS. In this paper the derivative 
operator D is substituted by a difference operator A. We define the set ~ of all regular functional 
moments u, satisfying a distributional difference quation A(q~u) = 0u, where ~b(x) and 0(x) are 
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polynomials with deg(q~) ~< 2, deg(~) = 1. We study the following properties that the (Pn) OPS 
corresponding to u ~ ~ satisfy: 
(1) (AP,)is an OPS. 
(2) A structure relation holds. 
(3) They satisfy a Sturm-Liouville linear second-order difference quation. 
(4) Their weight functions are solutions of a Pearson-type difference quation. 
(5) They can be expressed by a discrete Rodrigues formula. 
Let ~' be the linear space of complex polynomials, ~N be those of degree less than or equal to 
N and u a complex linear functional on ~' (moment functional). 
Definition 1.1. A set of polynomials (P,) is said to be an orthogonal polynomial sequence (OPS) 
associated with the functional u if for each n, deg(P,) --- n and 
(u, PnPm) = Knt~n m (K n ~ O) 
for n,m = 0, 1,2 . . . .  
Definition 1.2. For every polynomial q~ the left product of u by q~ is defined as 
(~u,p)  = (u, Op) Vp~.  
Definition 1.3. The forward distributional difference for u is given by 
(Au, p) = -- (u, Ap) 'v'p ~ 
and, similarly, the backward distributional difference is 
(Vu, p)  = - (u, Vp)  Vp e ~.  
Lemma 1.4. 'v'p, q ~ :~: 
(1) A[p(x)q(x)] = q(x)Ap(x) + p(x + 1)aq(x). 
(2) V [p(x)q(x)] = q(x)Vp(x) + p(x - 1)Vq(x). 
From this we can obtain the Leibniz-type formulas: 
(3) A n [p(x)q(x)] = q(x)A"p(x) + nAq(x)A"- lp(x + 1) + (~)A2q(x)An-2p(x + 2) + ..-. 
(4) V n[p(x)q(x)] = q(x)V np(x) + nVq(x)V n- ,p(x  -- 1) + (~)V 2q(x)V n-Zp(x -2 )  + ....  
Lemma 1.5. I f  ~ ~ ~ and u is a moment functional then 
a(¢u)  = ~(x  - 1 )au  + a~(x  - 1)u. 
Proofi 
(A(¢u) ,  p5 = - (u, 4~ap) 
= -- (u, A(q~(x - 1)p) - pAdp(x - 1)) 
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= (Au, ¢(x - 1)p) + (A¢(x - 1)u, p)  
= (¢(x  - 1)au + A¢(x - 1)u, p)  Vp e ~.  [] 
By induction we can obtain the following Leibniz-type formula. 
Lemma 1.6. 
(:) + ..- + 1¢(x n)au+ a"¢(x n)u. 
n-1  
Let (P,) be a monic orthogonal polynomial sequence (MOPS) and u its associated functional. We 
consider the dual basis (e.) associated with (P.) in ~*. If v ~ P* and if (v, Pi) = 0, Vi ~> l, then 
l -1  
v = Y 2i~i; 
i=0  
in particular 
u --- (u, 1)~o.  
Lemma 1.7. Each element of the dual basis cq can be written as 
P, 
~i = (u,  p/2--------~ u, i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  (1) 
Lemma 1.8. Let (P,) and (Q,) be such that 
AP,+I 
Q" n+ 1 
I f  (~,),(fl,) are their correspondin9 dual bases in ~* then 
Aft, = - (n + 1)a,+,. (2) 
Proof. 
(Af l . ,P. ,+I)  = -- (ft., AP, .+I)  
= - (m + l)( f ln,  Qm) = - (m + l)6n, m • [] 
Definition 1.9. We define the nthfactorial power of x (n e [~) as 
x~h ")= x (x -h ) (x -  2h) ''' (x - (n -1 )h) ,  n~>l, 
x~°~= 1. 
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Lemma 1.10. 
Ahx~h,) = nhx~h.- 1), 
x~ ")-- ~ STh"-ix i, 
i=1 
where $7 are the Stirling numbers of the first kind. 
In the following, h = 1, if not indicated otherwise. 
(3) 
(4) 
2. Properties of the set 
Referring back to the definition of the set ~,  
= {u: u regular; A(~bu) = ~u; deg(~b) ~< 2; deg(~) = 1}. 
If (P,) is an MOPS,  it is well known that (R,) and (/~.) defined by 
R.(x)=a P. a ' R . (x )=P~(x-b)  (a, be(~) 
are MOPS.  Their associated functionals v and 9 are given by 
(v, x ") = (u,(ax)"), (t3, x ~) = (u, (x + b)"). 
See [2, Ex. 2.4, p. 10]. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  u ~ @, then v and ~ ~ ~. 
Proof. First we prove that v ~ ~,  
<A(~blV) ,x(n) )  = __ n (~ lV ,  x{n-1))  
n- -1  
= -- n<(PlV, £ 
i=1 
Let ~(x) = ~bl(ax), 
n--1 
(A(~blv),x ¢")) = - n(dpu, a "-1 ~ Sp-l(1/a)"-i- lx i) 
i=1 
= -- n(~)U, a n- 1X(~/a 1)) ~__ _ a"(dpu, Axe]a). 
Therefore 
<.A(q~ll)),X (n)) ~-- ( ~U, a"x((]a), 
n 
(u, ~a" ~ ST(1/a)"-ix ') = (u, ~ ~' Sr'(ax)i), 
i=1 i=1 
(v, q,(x/a) ~ S"x') = (qqv, x~%, 
i=1 
n-1 
ST-1X i) = -- n(u,  ~l (aX)  ~ S.~- l (ax) i ) .  
i=1 
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if ~l(x) = ~(x/a) then 
A(¢~v) = ~lV 
and deg(~l(X)) ~< 2 and deg(~l(X)) = 1. 
It could be proved in a similar way that g ~ ~.  [] 
Corollary 2.2. Let (P.) be an MOPS associated with u. The sequence of polynomials (R.) 9iven by 
R, (x )=a"P , (~a b)  (a ,b~,a~O)  
is orthogonal with respect o the functional v and 
(v, x") = (u, (ax + b)"). 
I f  u~,  then v~ ~.  
Given a functional u, we define its factorial moments as 
(u, x~% = q,, n > 0. 
Let u ~ and q~(x) = ax 2 + bx + c, ~(x) = px + q and p -~ 0. 
Proposition 2.3. u ~ ~ iff the factorial moment sequence (0,) satisfies the difference quation 
(an + P)O,+ 1 + (an(2n - 1) + (b + p)n + q)O, + (an(n - 1) 2 + bn(n - 1) + cn)O,_ 1 = 0 (5) 
if n >f 0 with the initial conditions ~_ 1 = O, flo = 1. 
Proof. We use formulas 
X.X(n) = nxIn) + x~n+ 1), 
x2.x ~") = x ~"+ z) + (2n + 1)x ~"+ 1) + nZxl.). 
If u e ~ then 
(zX(4~u), x ~") = (~,u, x ~")) 
.~. -- (u, naxZx ~"- 1) + nbxx~.- 1) + cnx~. - 1)) = (u, pxx ~") + qx ~")) 
"~ - na(O.+l + (2(n - 1) + 1)0 . + (n - 1)20._1) - nb((n - 1)r~.-1 + q . ) -  cnO.-i  
= PnO. + Pq.+l + qO.- 
As a result of these computat ions we obtain (5), for every n = 0, 1 . . . . .  [] 
Proposition 2.4. I f (P . )  is an MOPS associated with the functional u, and the sequence (Q.), defined 
by 
AP.+I 
Q"= n+l '  
is an MOPS,  then u E ~.  
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Proof. Let (Q.) be associated with the functional v and (~.), (ft.) be, respectively, the dual bases of 
(P,),(Q.). By (1) and (2) we have 
P,(x) 
Av - <u, u = Ou. 
As P.(x) = A(xP.(x)) - xAP.(x) - AP.(x), 
(v, P.> = (v, A(xP.(x))> - <v, xAn.(x))  - (v, An.(x)> 
Pxu 
- ((u, pz>,xP ,>- (xv ,  nQ,_x>- (v ,  nQ,_ l>=O 
if n >/3. Then v = d~o +/~0~1 + ge2. 
The action of v on Po,P, and P2 gives us 6 = 1, b-= (v, P,>, c = <v, P2>. Then 
(V, P2> (/), PI> Pl(x)u + -  P2(x)u --- ~u v = u + <u, p2-------~ <u, p2> 
with deg(qb) ~< 2, deg(~/,) = l and A(~bu) = ~/,u. [] 
Proposition 2.5. I f  (P,) is an MOPS associated with the functional u e 9,  then the sequence of 
polynomials (Q,) defined by 
AP.+I  
Q.(x )  = n + 1 
constitutes an MOPS. 
Proof. Let ~b(x) = ax z + bx + c, ~(x) = px + q and p :~ 0. If v = ~bu then for all m <~ n we have 
<V, x(m)Qn > = (n --F 1)- l<v, x(")AP,+ l(x)> 
= (n + 1)-l<dpu, A(x(m)P,+l(x))- mx("- l )P.+l(x + 1)> 
= - (n + i)- '<~9u, x(m)P.+ I> -- (n + i)- 1 <~)u, mx (m- ')(AP.+ l(X) -F- P.+ 1(x))>, 
where each term of this sum is either 
@'u,x(")P.+,> = <u,x(")P,+a~b> =pK,+,6. , ,  and K .+150 
or 
(~)u, mx(m-l)(AP.+l  + P.+I)> = m(q~u, x(m- 1)AP.+ 1> + m<c~u, x(m-1)P.+l> 
= m<dpu, x( ' - I )AP,+ 1> + naK.+16,,., 
m<c~u, x ("- 1)AP,+ 1> = m<dpu, A(x ( ' -  1)p.+ 1) -- (m -- l)x(m-2)P.+ l(x + 1)> 
= _ m<¢u,(x(,. - 1)p.+ 1)> - m(m -- 1) 
× (~U,X(m-2)(APn+l -at- P.+x)>. 
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The first term of the equation is 
- m<~ku, x~"- ' )P .+l> = - n(u, ~bx~"- ' )P.+l)  = 0 
because m < n + 1, and the second one is 
-m(m-  1){(dpu, xtm-2)AP.+l> + (dpu, x~m-2)P.+l>} = -m(m-  1)((Ou, x~m-Z)AP.+I>. 
Repeating the process until the factorial power vanishes one obtains the following result: 
(~bu, AP .+~>=-(~ku,  P .+ l>=-(u ,  OP.+l> i fn /> l .  
Summarizing the results 
(v,x~m)Q.> = - (n  + 1) - lK .+ l (p  + na)6.m, 
Vn >>- l, m <~ n. 
For n = 0, (v, 1> = (u,~b> # 0. 
Then the sequence (Q.) is an MOPS iff p + na # 0 Vn ~ N. Otherwise we obtain a finite 
orthogonal polynomial family until n ~ N for which p + na = O. [] 
Proposition 2.6. I f (P . )  is an MOPS associated with the functional u, and satisfies a structure relation 
c~(x)AP.+ l(X) = anPn+ 2(X) + b.P.+ l(x) + c.P.(x), n >~ O, c. # O, 
then u E 9 .  
Conversely, if u ~ ~ then the polynomials (P.) associated with u satisfy the previous relation. 
Proof. Using the functional u in the relation above, 
<u, 4~AP.+I> = a.<u, P.+2> + b.<u, P.+~> + c.<u, P.> = 0 Vn >>. 1, 
then 
(u ,~bAP.+, )=- (A(~bu) ,P .+ l>=0 i fn~>l .  
Therefore 
A(~)H) -~- a~O "-[- b-~l 
and (g.) is the dual basis of (P.). 
Acting with A(qSu) on 1 and x one obtains d = O and g = - <u, qS> # O, therefore 
- <u,  ~> 
A(~bu) = <u, p12 > PlU ~-OU 
and deg(~,) = 1. Conversely, as A(~bu) = ¢,u with deg(~) ~< 2, and deg(~bAP.+ 1) ~< n + 2, we have 
that 
n+2 
4)(x)AP.+I(x) = • c.,jPj(x) 
j=0 
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with 
(u, dpPjAP,+ 1) 
c.,j = <u, P}> 
On the other hand 
<u, qbPjAP.+ I) = (n + I) (dpu, PjQ.> 
=(n+l )<v,  P jQ ,>=O i f j<n  
using the orthogonality of the sequence (Q,) associated with the functional v. Therefore 
dp(x)AP,+ , (x) = c, . ,P . (x)  + Cn,n+ l Pn+ l (X) -k- Cn,n+ 2P,+ 2(x). 
We shall see that c.,. -¢: O, 
(u, p2> c. = - <u, ~I'P.P.+ I> - <u, ¢(AP.)P.+ ,) 
as (v, dp(AP,)(n + 1)Q.) = O. If (b(x) = ax 2 + bx + c and $,(x) = px + q, then 
</2~ 2 P~,>c,,, = -- <u, {(px + q)(x" + ... ) + (ax 2 + ... ) (nx" - '  + ... )}P,+I> 
= - <u,(p + na)x"+'P ,+ l )  ~0 
except if p + na = O, for some ne  N. [] 
Remark. If(P,) is an MOPS associated with the functional u e 9 ,  from the above it follows that the 
sequence (Q,) defined by 
AP.+, 
Q" n+ 1 
is an MOPS associated with the functional v -- Cu. 
It is easy to prove that v e 9:  
(a(q~(x + 1)v), p> = - <v, q~(x + 1)ap> = - (~bu, a(p~b) - path) 
= <A(¢u), pC> + (q~u, ph4~) = <Ou, P4~> + <(A¢)v, p),  
then A(¢(x + 1)v) = (0 + A~b)v, and v e 9 .  
Iterating the above procedure we deduce that the sequence (Q,,2) defined as 
AQn+I A2p.+2(x) 
Q. ,2 (x )  = - -  
n + 1 (n + 1)(n + 2) 
is an MOPS associated with the functional w e ~ since it satisfies 
A(t~(x + 2)w) = (@(x) + A(~b(x) + ~b(x + 1)))w. 
Then we have the following result. 
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Proposition 2.7. Let (P,) be an MOPS associated with u G ~ and A(~bu) = Ou. Then the sequence 
(Q,,k) defined by 
AkP.+~ 
Q,,k = (n + 1)(n + 2) ... (n + k) 
constitutes an MOPS associated with the functional 
Vk ~ ¢(k)U 
where q~tk)(X) = dp(x)dp(x + 1) .-- t~(x + k - 1) and VR G ~ satisfy a difference distributional equation 
A(~b(x + k)Vk) = (0(x) + A(¢(x) + ¢(x + 1) + .-. + ¢(x + k - 1)))Vk = Ok(X)Vk. (6) 
Lemma 2.8. The distributional equations A(¢u) = Ou and V(¢lu)  = 01u, where dpl(x + 1) =qS(x) 
- O(x) and 01 (x + 1) = 0(x) are equivalent in the following sense: The MOPS associated with the 
regular solutions of each one are the same up to a linear change of variables. 
Proof. Developing the expression 
(A(q~lu) ,p )=(01u,  p),  pe~,  
we obtain 
(A(~b(x - 1)u),p(x - 1)) = (0 (x  - 1)u, p(x - 1)). 
Therefore, A(~b(x - 1)u) = 0(x  - 1)u. The result follows from Proposit ion 2.1. [] 
Proposition 2.9. Let (P.) be an MOPS associated with the functional u, then the two following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) (P.) satisfy the difference quation 
al(x)AVy(x) + z:(x)Ay(x) + 2,y(x) = 0 Vn ~> O, 
where (2,) c C, and a: , z :  G~ with deg(trl) ~ 2 and deg (zl) = 1. 
(b) ue~.  
Proof. (a =,-b) Consider v = V(o~u) and the basis 
APn '+ I 
Qn = - - e ~ .  
n+l  
We have 
1 
<v, Q .> - - -  
n+l  
(V (alu), AP.+ i) 
- -  (U ,  - -  T IAPn+ 1 - ,~nPn+l) = ("ClU , Qn~ 
n+l  
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although <u, P,+I> = 0 Vn ~> 0. Therefore v = zlu and u e ~ by the previous lemma. 
(b =~ a) Using a method similar to the one of Proposit ion 2.5 
constitutes an MOPS associated with the functional 4~1u with ~bl (x + 1) = 4~(x) - 0(x). Therefore 
VP, Vx~,O ) = ~0 if m < n, 
( K,  if m = n, 
K ,#0 
and 
(I~lU , V PnVx(m)> = <(/)1 u, APn(x - 1)VXtm)). 
Because (Vxtm)AP.) = xtm)VAP. + AP.(x - 1)Vx tin), 
(c~,u, VP.Vx i'm> = - (V(~bl u), xt')AP.> - <u, xtm)q~lVAP. ) 
= -- (u, xtm)(q;1AP. + ~blVAP.)>. 
F rom the uniqueness (up to multiplicative constants) of the OPS associated with u, there exists 
(c.) c C such that 
~blVAP, + ~,AP .  = c.P., n >1 O, 
where 4h(x + 1) = q~(x) - ~(x) and ~01(x + 1) = q,(x). [] 
Proposition 2.10. Let (P.) be an MOPS associated with the functional u. Then, u e ~ if and only if 
P ,=Q,+a,Q. - I+b,Q, -2 ,  n~2,  
where Q, is defined in Proposition 2.5. 
Proof. If u ~ 9 ,  u satisfies a distributional equation A(4,u) = q;u. We know that Q. is an MOPS 
associated with v = ~bu. For  n >/2 we can write 
n-1  
P .=Q.+ E 2..jQj, 
j=O 
where 
2,~ - (v 'P"Q~) (u'dPQJP">=O fo r j  + 2 <~ n, 
' = 
and then 
Pn = Qn -Jr-/~'n,n--lQn--1 "-V "~n,n- 2 Qn- 2" 
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Conversely, suppose that P, satisfies the above relation. Let (a,) and (ri.) be the dual bases 
associated with (P,) and (Q.), respectively. Then, 
(rio, P.) =(rio, Q.) +an(rio, On- l)  + b,(rio, Q,-  2) =0 
for n/> 3. F rom Lemma 1.7 it follows that rio = ~bu, where ~ is a polynomial with deg ~b ~< 2. 
On the other hand, taking into account Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8, 
P1 
Ari0 = - al - (u, P~-------~ u = ~hu. 
Therefore, A(~bu) = ~u with deg ~b ~< 2, deg ~h = 1 and u e 9.  [] 
Proposition 2.11 (distributional Rodrigues formula). Let (P.) be an MOPS associated with the 
functional u. Then u e ~ iff there exists (K,) c C, K,  ~ 0 satisfying 
K ;  * P,(x)u = A"(dp(,)(x)u) Vn >>, 0 
and c~ ~ ~2. 
Proof. (¢=) If n = 1 as K{ 'e l (x )u  = A(~b(x)u) then u ~ 9 .  
( =~ ) (Pi) is a basis in ~.  For  a fixed n ~ N, if i ~< n 
(A"((k(.)u), ei) = ( -  1)"(~b(n)U, Anei) 
= ( -  1)"nI (u, q~(.))6i,. 
If i > n let  i = m + n, 
(A"(~b(n)U), Pi) = (An(~b(n)U), P.+,) 
= ( -- 1)"(~b(n)U, A"Pm+.) 
= ( - 1)n(m + 1) (m + 2) ... (m + n)(dp(n)U, Qm+n) = O. 
Taking 
K~ I = ( - 1)nn!(u, q~(n)) 
(U, p2) , 
then 
(Kn  1Pnu, Pi) = Kn '(u, PnPi) 
= Kn l (  u, p2n)6ni = (An(~b(.)u), Pi), 
therefore 
An(~(n)U) = Kn l  pn u. [] 
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3. A derivation of the Rodrigues formula  
Let  (P.) be an MOPS associated with u 6 ~ and A(~bu) = ~ku. F rom Propos i t ion  2.9 it fol lows 
that  
A((/)(n + 1)(X)U) = On(X)~(n)U, n > O, 
where 
dp(,)(x) = dp(x)49(x + 1) ... ~b(x + n - 1), 
O(o)(X) = 1, 
0. (x )  = 0(x )  + a~(x)  + A¢(x  + 1) + -.. + A¢(x  + n -- 1), 
0o(X) = ~(x). 
Lemma 3.1. I f  2 <. m <. n + 1 then 
Am(~b(n+ 1)U) = On(X -- m + 1)A m- I(~(n)U ) -t- (m - 1)AO.(x - m + 1)Am-2(dp(n)u). (7) 
Proof. 
Am(~b(n+ 1)u) = A m- l(A~b(n+ 1)u) = A m- l(On~)(n)U). 
By using Lemma 1.6, and because A i0 , (x  - m + 1) = 0, for i f> 2, we have (7). []  
Lemma 3.2. Let  co(x) be a positive function which is a solution of  the difference equation: 
A(~b(x - 1)co(x)) = O(x)co(x + 1). 
Then: 
(1) A(~b(.+ 1)(x - 1)co(x)) = ~,.(x)ck(.)(x)co(x + 1), n > 0. 
(2) I f  2 <<. m <<. n + l, 
V~(qS(.+ 1)(x)co(x + 1)) -- O.(x - m + 1)V m- I(4)(n)(X)co( X + 1)) 
+ (m -- 1)V@,(x - m + 1)vm-2(dp(,)(x)co(x + 1)). 
Proof. Lemma 3.2(1) will be proved by induct ion.  For  n = 0 it is s t ra ight forward.  Assuming that  the 
fo rmula  holds up to n - 1 then 
A((j~(n+ 1)(X - -  1)co(x)) = A(~b(x - 1)qS(x) ... ~b(x + n - 2)co(x)@(x + n - 1)) 
= A~b(x + n - 1)cb(.)(x)co(x + 1) + 4~(x + n - 1)A(~b(.)(x - 1)co(x)), 
then by using the hypothes is  of  induct ion  on the second term 
A(4,(,,+ 1)(x - 1) -- A~b(x + n - 1)~b(.)(x)co(x + 1) 
-'1- ~b(X -~ n --  1 )~(n-1) (X)On- I (X)CO(X "l'- 1) 
= (A~b(x + n - 1) + O._:(x))dp(.)(x)co(x + 1) 
= ~k.(x)dp(.)(x)co(x + 1). 
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To prove Lemma 3.2(2), we can use the formula deduced previously and write 
V(¢(.+ 1)(x)og(x + 1))= ~.(x)~t.)(x)co(x + 1), 
V m(d/)(n+l)(X)O)(X "1- 1)) = V m-l(i/in(X)(1~(n)(X)O)( x ..~ 1)). 
Using the results of Lemma 1.4 
vm(¢~.+.(x)~o(x + 1)) 
= ~.(x - m + 1)Vm-l(d/)(n)(X)~(x -Jr- 1)) + (m - 1) V~k.(x - m)Vm-z(dp(n)(x)oJ(x -k- 1)) 
as deg(~k.) = 1 and V~.(x  - m) = VtO.(x - m + 1) = A~k.(x - m + 1). [] 
Lemma 3.3. The followin9 results hold: 
(1) I f  
V m--J(~(n)(X)(-O(X -[- 1)) 
~o(x + 1) 
then 
u = A"-g(~b~.)u), j = 1, 2, 
V m(ct~(n+ 1)(X)(D(X + 1)) 
~(x + 1) 
(2) I f  
Ai (¢~.~u)  = 
U = Am(~b~n+ 1)U). 
V i(q~t.)(x)co(x + 1)) 
co(x + 1) u, i=0 ,1  . . . .  ,n, 
then 
AJ(~. + ~u) = 
(3) 
V "(d&.)(x)co(x + 1)) 
VJ(~n+ 1)(x)o.)(x 71- 1)) 
co(x + 1) u, 
u = A"(@~.)u). 
co(x + 1) 
j=0 ,1 , . . . ,n+l .  
Proofi Lemma 3.3(1) can be deduced by comparing the expression obtained to Am(~bt,+ x)u) and 
V m(~bt,+ x)og(x + 1)). Lemma 3.3(2) can be deduced from Lemma 3.3(1). 
Lemma 3.3(3) is obtained by induction in Lemma 3.3(2) and making j = n + 1. Therefore it is 
enough to prove that Lemma 3.3(2) holds for n = 1. If i = 0 it is immediate that 
dp(x)to(x + 1) 
~U ~ U. 
~(x + 1) 
I f i=  1 
v [¢(x)co(x + 1)] 
A(¢u)  = ~,u = u. [ ]  
(~(x + 1) 
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Theorem 3.4. Let (Pn) be an MOPS with respect o a functional u ~ 9. Then, the P. polynomials 
satisfy the Rodrigues formula: 
B. 
Pn(X) -- V n [~b(,)(x)o)(x + 1)], n >~ 0, 
co(x + 1) 
where (B.) are normalizing constants. 
Proof. We define the polynomial of degree n: 
S,(x) = V "[~b~,)(x)to(x + 1)] 
o(x + 1) 
Using Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 2.8, there exist no null constants (K,) such that 
K21pnu = A[qStn)U] = SnU. 
Then, (Sn) is an OPS associated with the functional u. By the uniqueness, the Rodrigues formula is 
obtained. [] 
4. Consequences 
Using the known properties of the classical orthogonal polynomials, it is clear that their 
functionals belong to 9 .  From Section 3 we can deduce that they are the only ones. Therefore the 
functionals corresponding to the classical discrete polynomials are characterized (up to a linear 
change of variable) by the difference distributional equation: 
a( u) = q,u, 
where 4) and ~k are polynomials with deg(~b) -%< 2 and deg(~O) = 1. 
According to Lesky's [8] classification, we can give Table 1 as an illustrative xample, where 
a,b,c, d e g¢ and N~ N. 
We can obtain ¢ and ~ from Nikiforov's table [11]. In this case, 
qS(x )=a(x+l )+z(x+l )  and ~0(x)=z(x+l ) ,  
where o- and z are coefficients of the equation 
aVAy +vAy + 2y = O. 
Table 1 
P, 4, 0 
Charlier 
Meixner 
Krawtchouk 
Hahn 
1 
x 
x 
x2+x+l  
- -x+a 
-x+b 
2x +c  
- 2Nx + d 
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For instance, for the Charlier polynomials (C~,")(x)), 
a(x)=x and r (x )=p-x ,  
therefore 
~b(x)=p and ~(x)= -x+p-1 .  
Another important consequence is that the discrete classical OPSs are completely characterized by 
the properties given in the Introduction and proved in Section 2. 
5. Remarks 
(1) As we note in Proposition 2.11, it is possible to define ~ as 
= {u: u regular; V¢lu = ~qu; deg(¢l(X)) ~< 2; deg(~l(X)) = 1} 
and obtain similar properties to those obtained in Section 2, using a backward difference V. 
(2) It is easy to justify the choice of o)(x) as a positive solution to the difference quation 
A[¢(x  - 1)o)(x)] = O(x)co(x + 1). 
By Proposition 2.11 we know that polynomials (P,) associated with the functional u e~ are 
eigenfunctions of the equation 
a(x)AVy + ~(x)Ay + 2y = 0 (8) 
with ¢(x) = a(x + 1) + z(x + 1), and O(x) = z(x + 1). 
It can be proved that 
A(ao)) = rco ~-  A[¢(x  - 1)~o(x)] = ~(x)~o(x + 1) 
and therefore the integrating factor w(x) transforms (8) into a self-adjoint equation. 
(3) The following expression 
V k[-¢~.)(x)e)(x + 1)] 
~o(x + 1) 
is a polynomial of degree ~< 2n - k, where o)(x) is a positive solution of 
A[¢(x - 1)co(x)] = O(x)e)(x + 1) [4]. 
If k = n, the degree is exactly n. 
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